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Abstract-Preliminary research on the development of an
application for streaming audio across a wireless network,
whilst using song form intelligence (SoFI) to correct bursty
errors, is presented.
Current problems identified with
streaming audio across wireless networks are reviewed. Recent
approaches on error concealment when bursty errors occur, and
Music Information Retrieval are discussed. We propose an
approach that uses an amalgamation of network approaches
and music information retrieval techniques to solve streaming
audio problems. Initial findings indicate that this approach will
benefit such problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Streaming media across networks has been a focus for
much research in the area of lossy/lossless file compression
and network communication techniques. However, the rapid
uptake of wireless communication has led to more recent
problems being identified. Traffic on a wireless network can
be categorised in the same way as cabled networks. File
transfers cannot tolerate packet loss but can take an undefined
length of time. ‘Real-time’ traffic can accept packet loss
(within limitations) but must arrive at its destination within a
given time frame.
Forward error correction (FEC) [1] which usually
involves redundancy built into the packets, and automatic
repeat request (ARQ) [1] are two main techniques currently
implemented to overcome the problems encountered,
however bandwidth restrictions limit FEC solutions and the
‘real-time’ constraints limit the effectiveness of ARQ.
The increase in bandwidths across networks should help
to alleviate the congestion problem.
However, the
development of audio compression including the more
popular formats such as Microsoft’s Windows Media Audio
WMA and the MPEG group’s mp3 compression schemes
have peaked and yet end users want higher and higher quality
through the use of lossless compression formats on more
unstable network topologies.
When receiving streaming media over a low bandwidth
wireless connection, users can experience not only packet
losses but also extended service interruptions. These dropouts
can last for as long as 15 seconds. During this time no

packets are received and, if not addressed, these dropped
packets cause unacceptable interruptions in the audio stream.
A long dropout of this kind may be overcome by ensuring
that the buffer at the client is large enough. However, when
using fixed bit rate technologies such as Windows Media
Player or Real Audio a simple packet resend request is the
only method of audio stream repair implemented.
A. Objectives of Song Form Intelligence (SoFI)
The principle behind the research presented here is to
develop a streaming audio application called SoFI that uses
pattern matching techniques. The core objectives of SoFI
are:
• To match the current section of a song being received
with previous sections.
• To identify incomplete sections and determine
replacements based on previously received portions of
the song.
• To use cognitive techniques to perform error
concealment of the packet loss based on similarity
analysis.
Satisfying these objectives requires investigation into
areas including current approaches to packet loss, audio
similarity analysis to satisfy the pattern matching constraint.
Next, in Section II we look at research related to network
approaches to error concealment and research in the field of
Music Information Retrieval that uses pattern matching
techniques. Finally, in Section III we present an overview of
the architecture of SoFI.

II. RELATED WORK
Packet delay from network congestion has been partially
alleviated using routing protocols and application protocols
such as real-time transport protocol (RTP) that have been
developed to assign a higher priority to time dependant data.
However, it is also the case that some servers automatically
dump packets that are time sensitive, so streaming
applications have had to resort to ‘masking’ the packets by
using HTTP port 80 so packets appear as normal web traffic.
The latest addition to network protocols specifically
addressing ‘real-time’ communication include Voice over

Internet Protocol (VoIP), a technology that allows telephone
calls using a broadband Internet connection across a packet
switched network instead of a regular (or analog) phone line.
A. Network Approaches to Error Concealment
Solutions to the inherited problems within streaming
audio have included research into a number of varying
techniques. The probability of packet loss across bursty
networks has been modelled where time delay is used to
control the flow of packets and measure the difference
between the current time and the time the packet arrives [2].
This technique can be used to predict network behaviour and
adjust audio compression based on current network
behaviour, higher compression results in poorer quality audio
but reduces network congestion through smaller packets. A
variation of this theme has been used to create new protocols
that allow scalable media streaming [3].
Randomising packet order to alleviate the large gaps
associated with bursty losses was implemented, where the
problem was reduced by re-ordering the packets before they
are sent and reassembling the correct order at the receiver [4].
This reduced the bursty loss effect since packets lost were
from different time segments. Although nothing is done to
replace the missing packets, overall audio quality had
improved through smaller gaps in the audio – albeit more
frequent.
A number of techniques that use some form of
redundancy where repetition is used to replace lost audio
segments have been developed. Sending packets containing
the same audio segments but with a lower bit-rate alongside
the high bit-rate encoding increases the likelihood of packet
arrival but at the loss of audio quality, as well as increasing
the overall network bandwidth usage [1]. Another approach
to using redundancy in the form of unequal error protection
(UEP) was developed, where improvement is achieved with
an acceptable amount of redundancy using advanced audio
encoding (AAC) [5]. Segmentation of the audio into
different classes such as drumbeats and onset segments
allows priority to be applied to more important audio
segments with ARQ applied to high priority segments and
reconstruction technique for the replacement of low priority
segments based on the AAC received in previous segments.
One of the most recent methods of interpolation of low
bit-rate coded voice is used where observation of high
correlation of linear predictors within adjacent frames
allowed descriptions to be inserted using linear spectral pairs
(LSP), and then reconstruct lost LSPs using linear
interpolation [6].
B. Music Information Retrieval
One of the core aspects of this research is to use pattern
matching to identify similar segments within an audio file.
Research into the field of music information retrieval (MIR)
has gathered momentum over the past decade. With the

increase of audio file sharing across heterogeneous networks,
a need has arisen for more accurate search/retrieval of files.
Research into the analysis of audio has led to the
development of systems that can browse audio files in much
the same way as search engines can browse web pages
retrieving relevant data based on specific qualities [7] [8] [9].
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Fig. 1. Embedding an audio stream into a two
dimensional similarity matrix [14]
Recent work in pattern matching within polyphonic music
has shown that similarity within different sections of a piece
of music can aid in both pattern matching for searching large
datasets and pattern matching within a single audio file [14]
[15] [17]. Results from analysis of an audio stream are stored
in a similarity matrix used in [14] which can be seen in Fig 1.
Using short time Fourier transform (a variation of discrete
Fourier transform which allows for the influence of time as a
factor) to determine the spectral properties of the segmented
audio. A chroma based spectrum analysis technique was
used to identify the chorus or refrain of a song by identifying
repeated sections of the audio waveform with the results also
being stored in a similarity matrix [16].
C. Audio Complexity
Two inherent problems associated with MIR are the
complexity of audio and the complexity of the query [10].
Music is a combination of pitch, tempo, timbre, and rhythm,
making analysis more difficult than text. Structuring a query
for music is made difficult owing to the varying
representations and interpretations including natural
transitions in music. Monophonic style queries usually
perform better where simple note matching can be used
whereas polyphonic audio files and queries simply compound
the problem. Adding to the complexity of music structure
and query structure is the method of analysis of audio.
The format of an audio file limits its type of use, different
file formats exist to allow for better reproduction,
compression and analysis. Hence it is also true that different
digital audio formats lend to different methods of analysis.

Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) files were
created to distribute music playable on synthesisers of both
the hardware and software variety among artists and
equipment and because of its notational style allows analysis
of pitch, duration and intensity [11]. An excellent tool for
analysis of MIDI files is the MIDI Toolbox [12] which is
based on symbolic musical data but signal processing
methods are applied to cover such aspects of musical
behaviour as geometric representations and short-term
memory. Besides simple manipulation and filtering functions,
the toolbox contains cognitively inspired analytic techniques
that are suitable for context dependent musical analysis, a
prerequisite for many music information retrieval
applications.
However, reproduction of a MIDI file can vary greatly on
different machines simply from differences between the
composers and listeners equipment and it is because of this it
is not used for general audio playback.
Pulse code
modulation (PCM) is a common method of storing and
transmitting uncompressed digital audio. Since it is a generic
format, it can be read by most audio applications similar to
the way a plain text file can be read by word-processing
applications. Pulse code modulation (PCM) is used by Audio
CDs and digital audio tapes (DATs). Support for WAV files
was built into Windows 95 making it the de facto standard for
sound on PCs. This format for storing sound in files in PCs
was developed jointly by Microsoft and IBM.
One of the most common formats for audio compression
is mp3, defined by the Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG). The mp3 format uses perceptual audio coding and
psychoacoustic compression to remove all the audio the ear
cannot hear. It also adds a modified discrete cosine transform
(MDCT) that implements a filter bank, increasing the
frequency resolution 18 times higher than that of layer 2. The
result in real terms is mp3 coding shrinks the original audio
signal from a CD (PCM format) by a factor of 12 without
sacrificing sound quality, i.e. from a bit rate of 1411.2kbps of
stereo music to 112-128kbps. Because MP3 files are small,
they can easily be transferred across the Internet. MPEG 7
[13] is a standardised description of various types of
multimedia information. Where MPEG 4 defines the layout
and structure of a file and codecs, MPEG 7 is a more abstract
model that uses a language to define description schemes and
descriptors – the Description Definition Language (DDL).
Using a hierarchy of classification allows different
granularity in the descriptions. All the descriptions encoded
using MPEG 7 provides efficient searching and filtering of
files.

III. SONG FORM INTELLIGENCE
Methods for error correction when packet loss occurs as
discussed in Section II. A. mainly try to minimise/prevent
errors in the audio stream by masking missing or late packets

with extra audio encoding or some method of interpolation to
‘smooth’ over the missing packets. Now we propose the use
of pattern matching techniques within streaming audio to
replace the lost segments.
The song header depicted in Fig. 2 describes a piece of
music following a typical western tonal format (WTF), with a
song form of intro (I), verse (V), chorus (C), verse (V), and
chorus (C). It states that there is an introduction section of 10
seconds duration followed by a verse of 28 seconds, then a
chorus of 32 seconds, then a verse of 28 seconds and finally
repeats the chorus of 32 seconds.
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Fig. 2. Song form structure
This research proposes a novel syntax audio error
concealment buffering technology, made possible by the song
form structure with the possibility of developing this in the
field of music semantics for replacing unidentified portions of
the song structure. Modelling of music has given rise to a
number of different research angles such as modelling the
human mind’s conscious perception of rhythm and its syntax
and semantics [17] [18] [19].
One of the problems associated with streaming audio is
the time factor. The time between when a packet is received,
placed into the buffer in the correct order and then used for
playback can be anything between 10 seconds to as little as
microseconds, depending on delays from bandwidth and
congestion. It is at this point that ARQ techniques fail as
there is simply no time left for a new packet to arrive.
However if the segment already exists in previous sections
already received replacements can be used.
Analysis of an audio file using the MPEG 7 description
scheme will allow frames to be tagged with the data stored in
the header file of each packet prior to broadcasting. These
descriptors will be based on the similarity between different
sections of the song. As can be seen in Fig. 2 an almost exact
match can be obtained where the chorus is repeated.
Identification of lost segments in the second chorus can
simply be replaced with segments already received in the first
chorus. By identifying the beginning of the missing segment,
and then the end of the missing segment, a replacement can
be found by matching the preceding and following segments
with the same-length section in the previous chorus. To
ensure smooth replacement for exact matches, the audio
packets will need to be of the same duration, have the same
start time, and the same end time for each segment. This
should ensure error concealment occurrences within chorus
sections will be inaudible to the listener. The overall SoFI
system architecture can be seen in Fig. 3 showing analysis of
the audio performed on the server with the packet
replacement process being performed on the client.
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replace missing segments allows some continuity for the
listener when dropouts do occur [20].
The minor increase in bandwidth from the inclusion of the
MPEG 7 tags in the header sections of the packets can be
justified based on the complexity of the analysis required.
Calculations for real-time pattern matching will require a vast
increase in processing demands on the system; to perform
these at the same time as performing packet loss
identification and matching lost sections, within the timescale
of the buffer is not feasible.
IV. CONCLUSION
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Fig. 3. System architecture
Not all songs have exactly repeating choruses, the
underlying music and keys may be the same, but subtle
differences in its pitch or even lyrics can have dramatic
effects on matching segments. What appears to be the same
to the human ear is very different when analysed by
wavelength. With the use of ‘best effort’ matching, bursty
losses can still be corrected with minimal perception to the
listener.
Sections of the audio that contain lyrics that are different
from any other section can still be repaired when bursty
losses do occur. Pauses between words, phrases and
sentences where only the music can be heard allow for repair
in that repetition is inherent in WTF songs. Background
instruments can follow the same repeated pattern throughout
the entirety of the song. The following guitar chords are an
extract of the chorus from R.E.M.s’ “Everybody Hurts”: E
minor / E minor / A / A / E minor / E minor / A / A / E minor /
E minor / A / A. Similarly the intro and verses contain a
similar pattern: D /G / D / G / D / G / D. Pattern matching
will require identification and grouping of these sections prior
to streaming.
For ‘best effort’ matching of sections of the song with
lyrics or unique sections of audio will be done using
probability based on the already attached tags defining each
of the sections and as near a possible match from previously
received sections will be used to fill the missing segments.
This will however reduce the overall quality of the audio
signal, but based on the assumption that the typical length of
bursty losses is no more than 1-2 seconds, it is acceptable for
some degradation to occur. Studies of acceptable levels of
audio quality have shown that listeners prefer to have some
form of replacement rather than silence, by maintaining a
rhythmic pattern using a percussive sound synthesiser to

In many ways the ideas presented in this paper are related
to the field of FEC. However our point of departure and
underlying methodology are different. Preliminary research
indicates that by using similarity analysis and MPEG 7 we
can identify and tag similar sections within an audio file and
include the data in the audio stream when broadcast from the
server. Pattern matching on the client side when receiving
the audio allows error concealment through interpolation
thereby placing the onus of error concealment on the client.
Future research will address evaluation issues including
packet replacement accuracy based on a comparative analysis
of the initial song and the actual file received using both
computer and human audible perception.
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